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the design certification dialogue

good evening,  
my name is Esteban and this is…

good evening and welcome to certifyD, the design 
certification dialogue. Let’s get started with a brief 
overview on what my thesis is based on. 



Is the title “designer” meaningful or meaningless?this is the fundamental question that initiated  
my quest for answers during the past 2 years.  



The term graphic designer has become 
devalued and insignificant. The tools  
we use, not our knowledge or expertise,  
have un favorably defined our profession.  
Our obligation to society has been displaced  
by the notion that anyone can do it.

I HAVE IDENTIFIED THIS PROBLEM:
The term graphic designer has become devalued and 
insignificant. The tools we use, not our knowledge or 
expertise, have un favorably defined our profession.  
Our obligation to society has been displaced by the 
notion that anyone can do it.



…

There is a vast openness in our field that is not 
beneficial. A lack of standards has created a gap 
between levels of education, experience & ethics. 
Our young profession lacks definition & cohesion. 
 
• Schools cannot teach everything.  
• Employers can’t afford to train.  
• Society should not tolerate irresponsible behavior.

So I ask: 
WHAT ARE WE WILLING TO DO ABOUT IT?



Certificationcertification as a standard for accountability



Core design fields
architecture

engineering

industrial design

interior design

graphic design

Of the 5 core design fields:  
 
Graphic Design remains the only one without  
any formal system of benchmarks or established 
standards for practitioners to follow. 



Certification ≠ Accreditation ≠ Licensing

But when I say certification, know that
certification is not accreditation nor licensing.  
In their simplest form: 
 
• certification is for individuals 
• accreditation for institutions  
• license is a permit to work.  
 
Accountants are certified 
Pratt is accredited 
Doctors are licensed.



Code of Ethics
Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct 

for Graphic Designers

G
Society of 
Graphic Designers of Canada

Société des 
designers graphiques du Canada
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About the DIA

Stand out from the Crowd
Become an Accredited Designer™

How do you stand out in an overcrowded 
marketplace full of unqualified, unskilled 
people all claiming to be designers?

Join the DIA
Only qualified, professional designers can join the DIA and 
only full DIA Members can become Accredited Designers™.

The term Accredited Designer™ gives you a unique, highly 
credible professional status which is easily recognised by 
the business community and the public.

Commitment to Excellence
In addition to meeting the DIA’s professional membership 
requirements, Accredited Designers™ must demonstrate 
a commitment to excellence by undertaking a Continuous 
Professional Development {CPD} programme.

By staying at the front of professional industry trends 
and knowledge, you’re visibly declaring yourself to be a 
qualified, experienced, professional designer.

professional Credibility
The term Accredited Designer™ is becoming increasingly 
widespread and familiar in the design and business 
communities.

Users of design services will expect that any  designer they 
employ will have achieved this status.

Act now
If you’re serious about your professional status and long 
term career, become an Accredited Designer™.

For more information, contact:

Phillippa Rowland 
DIA General Manager 
admin@design.org.au 
Tel: 1300 888 056

www.design.org.au

Worldwide models

education

work experience

ethics

portfolio

examination

continuing ed

GD certification does exist in Swiss, Canada, 
Australia, Norway, Denmark, U.K. and others. 
These worldwide models vary in details but  
share these common components: 
 
• formal design education  
• years of work experience 
• abiding by a code of ethics 
• portfolio review 
• examination 
• continuing education programs



Certification is not about

judging

exclusion

good vs bad

acronyms

fame

hindering

certification is not about 
 
• judging aesthetics or looks  
• exclusion or us vs. them 
• establishing what’s good or bad design 
• showcasing letters after you name 
• becoming famous 
• hindering creativity or style



 
In architecture and engineering 
– the most rigid and strict design fields–  
there is room for every style, color,  
shape, form, budget and visual language. 
 
What matters is that it works  
and done responsibly!



Certification is about

raising standards 

engaging

distinguishing

developing

legislating

bridging

certification is about 
 
• raising standards and benchmarks for all practitioners 
• engaging in a dialogue with clients and public 
• distinguish knowledge from computer skills 
• develop flexible roadmap to promote profess. evolution 
• legislate for design policy within public & private sectors 
• bridge the gap between edu – workplace – social needs



Proposal 
The association in charge of implementing certification will be: 

1 independent

2  partnered

3 united

4   invested 

5   transparent

This is the model I bring forward:
The association in charge of its implementation must: 

be an independent non-profit organization.
partner with local and international design bodies.
unite designers, educators and business professionals.
invest in activities that connect designers with public.
not require membership fees that could hinder its transp.



Membership 
There are five certification tiers to which applicants can  
aspire to. Each one carries specific requirements parallel  
to the designer’s expected level of expertise and commitment.  

1     Fellow

2     Senior

3     Junior

4     Graduate

5     Student

Certification ranges from Fellow to Student levels, 
providing opportunities and building accountability 
for both experienced and up-and-coming designers.



A point system 
Promoting a culture of inclusion, this system is built at the reach 
of designers from different backgrounds and experience levels. 
They will be evaluated in six areas, each holding a point value. 

1    Education

2     Experience

3     Ethics

4    Conference

5    Portfolio

6     Credits

The sum of all points positions a designer into the 
appropriate certification category. Unlike traditional 
passive associations, failure to comply with  
all requirements results in loss of certified status.



“The damage caused by knowledge used 
without understanding is merely difficult  
to measure: it is not less real for that” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Norman Potter
What is a Designer: things, places, messages (1969)

I would like to leave you with this thought  
from British industrial designer Norman Potter.



Speak. Share. Commit.
let me introduce tonight’s panel


